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Codes over Z~ 
EUGENE SPIEGEL 
Department ofMathematics, University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut 06268 
In a previous paper (Codes over certain rings, Inform. Contr. 20, 396-404) 
]3lake defined codes over Z~, the integers modulo m, if m is the product of 
distinct primes, and remarked that no codes were available over Z~ if n > 1, 
since Z~ is not a semisimple ring. We show that codes over Z~, can be described 
in terms of codes over Z~ and thus are able to describe the codes over Z,~ for 
any positive m. 
1. CODES OVER Z~n 
It  is well known that a linear (n, k) code over Z~ (p  a prime) can be viewed as 
an ideal in the group algebra Z~C,,  where C~ denotes a cyclic group of order n. 
As in Blake (1972), we can generalize this to regard a "l inear cyclic (n, k) code 
over Z~"  as an ideal in the group ring Z~C, .  (k could be defined in terms of the 
not ion of rank of a submodule over a principal ideal ring.) To generalize further, 
if R is a commutative ring with identity and G is a finite abelian group, then 
a code over R can be regarded as an ideal in RG, the group ring of G over R. 
I f  R is a finite field, then the codes over R, at least the cyclic codes over R, are 
well known and computable. 
We are concerned with the case when R = Z~,  the ring of integers modulo m, 
and first consider the case when m = p~. 
For the remainder of this section we assume p is a prime, G is an abelian 
group of order r, and (r, p) = 1. Z~G is then a commutative semisimple ring by 
Maschke's theorem, and so Z~G can be written as the direct product of fields. 
N 
Write Z~G ~ ]-[i=lFi. Z~G is a finite ring of characteristicp, sothe same is true 
for F i ,  i = 1 .... , N. Say Fi has p~ elements. The  multiplicative subgroup of Fi 
forms a cyclic group, so there exists an element ~ ~Fi such that F i  = Z~(~, )  
and ~,.~ is a primitive mith root of unity over Z~,  with (mi, p) ~ 1. 
So 
N' 
z~c _~ II  z j~, ) .  (1.1) 
i--1 
This  tells us there are N minimal  nonzero ideals of Z~G, namely, F1 , F 2 ,..., F N . 
Any direct product of a subset of these ideals gives rise to an ideal of Z~G, so 
that there are 2 :¢ ideals in Z~G. To mimic the above procedure for Z~,G, if 
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n > 1, immediately fails. Indeed, Z,,~G is not semisimple, so that Z~,,G is not 
the direct product of fields. However, we can alter the procedure as follows. 
I f  H is any finite group (not necessarily commutative) oforder r with (r, p) = 1, 
then (1.1) is replaced by the more general statement (Wedderburn's theorem on 
semisimple rings). 
K 
i=1 
where [Z~(~x,)]n~: represents the full ring of n i × n i matrices over the field 
Z~(~K,). As before, Z,H has exactly K minimal nonzero ideals and a total of 
2 ~: ideals. By the theorem of Spiegel (1976), we can describe Z~H in an expres- 
sion similar to that of (1.2) as 
K 
z oH ~ [ I  [z o(¢~;)]~, (1.~) 
i=1 
i.e., Z~,,H is the direct product of full matrix rings over local rings. To describe 
the ideals of (1.3), we use a "well-known" lemma, but there is no available 
reference to the author. : 
LEMMA. Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and S the full matrix ring of 
n × n matrices with coefficients in R. I f  I is a two-sided ideal of S, then there 
exists an ideal .[ of R such that [ is the full ring of n x n matrices with coefficients 
in J .  
Proof. Denote by Eid the n × n matrix with entry 1 in the ith row and jth 
column, and zero entries elsewhere, and by Ci,5 the matrix obtained from the 
identity matrix by the interchange of the ith and jth rows. For i, j integers with 
1 ~<i , j~<n,  Iet 
Ti, /  I--.'- R, 
TI,j(A) ~ ai,~, 
for A c I ,  where aid is the entry in the ith row andflh column of A. 
Then for A, B e l ,  T~.5(A + B) -- T~,j(A) 4- Tid(B) and T~,~(rd) rTi,j(A) 
for r~R.  Thus Ji.5 = {T~, j (A ) !A~I}  is an ideal of R. 
I l l ,  j, k, l are integers with 1 ~< i , j ,  k, l <~ n and A~I ,  then Ci,~AC~.~eI 
and Tid(A ) -- Tk.~(Ci.kAC3.~) so that Ji,j = JJ~.~ and J id is independent of i 
andj.  Let J = J1.1 • Then I is contained in the full ring of n × n matrices with 
coefficients in J. 
To prove the required result, it is now sufficient o show that for i, j integers 
with 1 ~ i , j  ~ n, and re  J, then rE~dcI. So let Ii. j = {Ac I  i T~.~(A) -- 0 
if (h, l )¢  (i,j)}. If J~,~- = {T~,~(A) IA  eI~,j}, then J~,~ is again an ideal of R and 
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J~,¢ C Ji d . But if A e l ,  then Ei.iAE£~ e l id and Ti,~(z4 ) = Tid(E~.iAE£~), so 
that J~,¢ = Ji,¢ = J. Thus if r e J, rEi,¢ ~ Ii,¢ C I and the result follows. 
So to each full matrix ring [Z~,(~K)],~, there corresponds exactly n + 1 
ideals, namely, [Z, ,(~q)], , ,  [pZv , (~) ] , ,  ,..., [ p"Z~,(~x)],, = 0. (If R is a ring, 
pR = { pa] a e R}). This says that each minimal ideal of Z,H gives rise to n 
nonzero ideals of Z~,H, so that there are exactly (n + 1) K ideals of Z~,H. 
I f  G is a finite abelian group of order r and (r, p) = 1, then we can explicitly 
find the codes of Z~,G by the following procedure. We first find (for example, 
using the idempotents) the minimal ideals of ZvG. Say F 1 is one of them, and F~ 
is a field of order pn~. Find a positive integer al ,  such that p~ ~ 1 (rood al) 
but p~ :~ 1 (rood al) for 0 < m < n~. F 1 contains all the roots of the equation 
x ~"~-I = 1, and as a l ] (p  ~ -- 1), 
(~al"l(~*l-1)/al W ~ - -  
So ~a eF1,  and ~a~ does not belong to any proper subfield o f f  l . Then F 1 = 
Zv(~) .  Similarly, find as ,..., aN so that Fi = Z, (~, )  and F 1 ..... Fx are all the 
N 
minimal ideals of ZvG. Then Zv,G ~ I-Ii=l Zv, (~) .  Now all the (n + 1) ~v 
ideals of Z~,G can be seen. 
2. CODES OVER Z m 
8 e. To determine codes over Z,m, we first write m = I-[/=1 Pi* with ei >/ l and 
Pi distinct primes. Let 
¢i: Z~ -~ Z~i ,  i = 1,..., s 
be given by ~bi(a ) ~- a (i) where a (il ~ a(mod Zv~). $i is a ring homomorphism. 
Define ~b: Z~ -+ Z~I X Z~2 x "" X Z~:, by ~b(a) = (~bl(a), ~b~(a),..., ~b,(a)). 
Then ~b is a homomorphism. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem ~b is onto, and 
since both rings in question are finite, ~b is in fact an isomorphism. For G a 
finite abelian group of order n, with (n, m) = 1, extend ~b to an isomorphism ~, by 
~: Z, mG--+ Z~pG X Z~G × "'" X Z~.;~G, 
I f  I is an ideal of Z~G, then {~ ~bi(ro)g l ~. rog e I} is an ideal of Zv~,G, while 
if A / i s  an ideal of Z@G for i ----- 1, 2,..., s, then 
is an ideal of ZING. Thus knowledge of the ideals, and hence codes of ZInG 
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is equivalem to knowledge of the codes of Z~?G for i = 1,..., s. Using the 
results of the previous section, we can determine the codes of Zv?G from the 
codes of Z~IG. 
We remark that the argument of Blake (1972) gives us a code with 11i=1~'~ PiL*~* 
code words which is both cyclic and has minimum Hamming distance 
min{d i ! 1 ~ i ~ s), if we start with cyclic codes (n, k~) with minimum Hamming 
distance d i defined over Z~? for i ---- 1, 2,..., s. 
Finally we mention that Blake (1975) addresses the subject of the preceding 
paper from a different viewpoint. The two approaches are of a complementary 
nature. 
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